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PROJECT COMPLETION REPMRT
FOURTH SMALL AiD MEDIUM INDUSTRY BANK PROJECT
(LOAN 2004-O)
PREFACE
This is the Project Completion Report (PCR) for the Fourth SMIB
project in Korea, for which Loan 2004-KO in the amount of US$60.0 million
was approved on May 26, 1981. The loan was closed on December 31, 1985.
It was fully disbursed and the last disbursement was made on March 12,
1986.
The PCR was prepared by the Industry and Energy Operations Division,
Country Department II, Asia Region (Preface, Evaluation Summary, Parts I
and III). Although the Borrower was helpful in providing useful data,
particularly for Part III of the report, the Borrower expressed great
difficulty in completing the PCR. During a supervision mission on a
follow-up project in March, 1989, the mission discussed Parts I and III of
the report with the Borrower. The mission requested the Borrower to make
comments on the report but no comments were received.
This PCR is based, inter alia, on the Staff Appraisal Report; the
Loan, Guarantee and Project Agreements; supervision reports: correspondence
between the Bank and the Borrower; internal Bank memoranda; SMIB annual
reports and selected project data provided by the Borrower.
- iii -
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
mA
FOURTH SM&LL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY BANK PROJECT
(LOAN 2004-KO)
EVALUATION SUMARY
1. The Bank loan of US$60 million, aimed at supporting development of
Korea's small and medium industry (SMI) sector, was approved on May 26,
1981. It followed three previous loans (Nos. 1175, 1507 and 1749-KO) to
the Small and Medium Industry Bank (SMIB), one of the main financial
institutions for the sector (para 2.02).
2. The objectives of the fourth SMIB project were to: (a) augment
SMIB's capability to provide long-term investment capital for improving SMI
production facilities and technologies; (b) upgrade skills through the
preparation of a comprehensive action program aimed at reorganizing and
improving the efficiency of industrial extension services in Korea; and (c)
further improve SMIB's institutional capabilities by strengthening its
efficiency in resource mobilization and allocation (para 3.01).
3. The project provided a line of credit to SMIB totaling US$60
million. The Government of Korea agreed to finance and carry out a study
aimed at the reorganization of SMI extension services. Similarly, SMIB
agreed to implement a staff training program in appraisal procedures and a
study of how it might enter the domestic bond market, as well as to adopt a
development stiategy statement committing it to mobilize funds from the
international capital market (para 3.02).
4. The project's objectives were largely realized, despite initial
delays caused by the political and macroeconomic problems in the early
1980s which dampened demand for credit. Project completion was therefore
postponed by a year, but the loan was closed as scheduled on December 31,
1985. The Bank loan financed 259 subprojects with an average size of USS
230,000 and created some 4,100 permanent Jobs at an average fixed
investment cost per job of about US$ 29,000. This compares with the
appraisal estimate of 250 subprojects to be financed, creating 5,000 new
jobs at an average cost per job of about US$20,000. The Government also
completed a comprehensive study of the industrial extension services
provided to SMIs in Korea, which was developed into a set of action
programs in December 1981. The study's findings and action programs were
subsequently implemented under the Bank-assisted Small and Medium Machinery
Industry Project (Loan 2215-KO) (para 6.01-6 03).
5. SMIB's institutional strengthening continued under the project,
for the most part successfully. Resource mobilization by SMIB, which had
declined somewhat in the late 1970s and represented a constraint on
increased long-term lending, improved under the project. In 1982 and 1983,
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SMIB for the first time successfully floated bonds totaling Von 120 billion
(about US$ 160 million equivalent), thus diversifying and increasing its
local currency resources and establishing its presence in the domestic
capital market. SHIB did not, however, feel the need for increased foreign
currency resource mobilization and did not therefore enter the
international capital market (para 6.04).
6. Under the previous Bank loans, SMIB's appraisal standards for
foreign currency equipment loans improved significantly. In addition to
commercial credit analysis of subborrowers, appraisals included financial
&nd ecoraofile analyses uf the specific suDprojects. Under this project,
SMIB and the Bank agreed to improve the appraisal practices of local
currency equipment loans, which continue to rely almost exclusively on
commercial credit analysis. However, this did not materialize since SMIB
found comprehensive appraisals too costly and time consuming. Similarly,
expectation that SMIB would undertake more sector and subsector studies,
which would serve as substitutes, if necessary, for detailed economic
appraisal of local currency loans, also did not materialize (para 6.07).
7. With hz..Asight, the Bank's goal in this respect appears to have
been impractical. Typically, SMIB's subprojects financed by hard currency
are too small and numerous to justify a comprehensive and formal appraisal.
A majority of SMIB clients are repeat customers, and therefore SMI8 has
intimate knowledge of their business conditions. SMIB clients are
relatively unsophisticated and, cannot in many cases, provide detailed and
accurate information necessary for more rigorous and comprehensive
analysis. The experience under this project suggests that the Bank needs
to evaluate carefully the magnitude of likely gains and practical
constraints when requesting comprehensive project appraisals to DFCs,
particularly those which primarily cater to SMIs (para 6.08).
8. In general, SMIB's financial position remained strong, although it
incurred operational losses in 1982 and 1983. This was due to the
adjustment in the Government's interest rate policy introduced in June
1982, which lowered the rate ceilings for lendings and deposits to 102 p.a.
and 8? p.a., respectively. While the lending rate reduction was effective
immediately, the rates for existing deposits were unchanged until
maturities, with many as high as 18? p.a. As the existing savings deposit's
matured, its profitability improved and SMIB become profitable in 1985 and
thereafter. The quality of S4IB's loan portfolio remained sound,
particularly considering the high risk associated with its clientele (para
6.05-6.06).
9. The sustainability of economic benefits of the project is assured
as SMIB met the objectives of transferring resources to the SMIs and
creating new jobs in the economy. The project also brought about improved
competitiveness and betterment of skills to the SMIs as well as improved
institutional capability to SMIB (para 7.01).
10. On the whole, this project was well prepared and implemented.
Together with previous three loans to SMIB, this project made a significant
contribution to the development SMIB and the SMI sector (para 9.04).
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA
FOURTH SMALL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY BANK PROJECT
(LOAN 2004-RO)
PART I: PROJECT REVIEW FROM THE BANK'S PERSPECTIVE
1. Project Identity
Name Fourth Small and Medium Industry Bank Project
Loan Number Loan 2004-KO
RVP Unit Asia Region
Country Korea
Sector : Industry
Subsector : Small and Medium Industry
2. Background
2.01. During the seventies, Korea's comparative advantage in the
production of labor-intensive light manufactured goods, on which the small
and medium industry (SMI) sector was heavily dependent, had eroded rapidly
due to rising labor costs in Korea and the emergence of efficient
competitors in world markets. The Government's industrial strategy
initially reacted to this by promoting skill and technology development in
large industry, with a reallocation of financial and human resources away
from the SMI sector that made it difficult for the sector to increase
productivity and improve the quality of its output through capital
investment. In time, however, a more balanced industrial development
strategy was pursued, in recognition of the contributions of SMI to
employment creation, regional dispersal of industry and growth of
manufactured exports as well as the fact that investment in heavy industry
had in some instances exceeded the levels dictated by market size,
financing capacity and technical capability. Efforts to improve SMI
competitiveness were supported by the Bank, among other things, through a
series of loans to individual DFCs, including four loans (Nos. 1175, 1507,
1749 and 2004-KO) which channeled funds to the sector through the Small and
Medium Industry Bank (SMIB), with measures introduced to gradually
strengthen SMIB capabilities.
2.02 The fourth loan, approved on May 26, 1981, particularly focused on
raising SMI productivity through investment in modernized facilities and
improved technology and, more importantly, investment in upgrading human
skills. In support of the latter goal, the project laid the basis for a
much-needed reorganization of SMI extension services which, at the time,
were provided by numerous institutions whose effectiveness was limited by,
among other things, inadequate numbers of qualified extension staff. Their
services would have to be made more responsive to the needs of SMIs. In
addition, clearly articulated operational policies and institutional
objectives were needed to provide the extension services with appropriate
direction and priorities. Although the Small and Medium Industry Promotion
Corporation (SMIPC) had been established in 1979 as a leading institution
for extension services to concentrate assistance on priority subsectors,
train extension agents and coordinate technical assistance services, it
lacked the expertise and staff capability to fulfill its mandate.
3. Prolect Objectives and Description
3.01 The fourth Bank loan to SMIB was therefore formulated not only to
support the financing needs of the SMI sector, but also to encourage
improved industrial extension services to the sector. Its principal
objectives were to: (a) augment SHIB's capability to provide long-term
investment capital for improving SMI production facilities and
technologies; (b) upgrade human skills through the preparation of a
comprehensive action program aimed at reorganizing and improving the
efficiency of industrial extension services in Korea; and (c) further
improve SMIB's institutional capabilities by strengthening its efficiency
In resource mobilization and allocation.
3.02 The project provided a line of credit to SMIB totaling US$60
million which was expected to cover about 402 of its projected foreign
currency commitment needs during mid-1981 to mid-1983. The Government of
Korea also agreed to undertake a comprehensive SMI Extension Services Study
at its own expense, with the objective of producing a program to reorganize
extension services to SMI based on a clear formulation of objectives and a
detailed review of the existing organizations. SMIB agreed to implement a
s-aff training program in appraisal procedures and, for the purpose of
expanding resource mobilization, to carry out a study of how it might enter
the bond market and to include in its Development Strategy Statement a
commitment to mobilize funds from the international capital market.
4. Project Institution
4.01 SMIB was established in 1961 to extend financial and limited
technical assistance to SMI. It carries out a wide range of -ommercial
banking functions, including the mobilization of deposits, issuance of
letters of credit and short-term lending for working capital. As a
development bank, it provides long-term investment financing to SMIs.
Prior to this project, SMIB received three Bank loans which assisted in its
institutional development, particularly in the areas of (a) resource
mobilization through its rapidly expanding branch network; (b) development'
of appraisal and supervision capabilities for term loans; and (c) promotion
of labor-intensive industries. SMIB's performance under these operations
was satisfactory.
5. Project Design
5.01 The project design was appropriate. Against the background o'
rising Korean labor costs and the call for increased productivity and
enhanced skills and technology, this operation specifically emphasized
developing SMIB's capacity to support investment projects which would lead
to higher labor productivity, and enhanced production efficiency and
product quality. In the previous Bank-assisted SKIB operations, the
eligibility of sub-borrowers for project loans had been defined in terms of
maximum asset size of applicants. Under this loan, however, the main sub-
borrower eligibility criterion was based on maximum size of employment, in
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order to reflect the productivity emphasis as opposed to the employment
emphasis in the past, and to allow more flexibility in financing relatively
capital-intensive projects. For the same reason, the subloan ceiling was
also increased to US$2 million. The various actions agreed upor in
conjunction with the project also addressed needed institutional
development and reforms (para 4).
6. Project Performance
6.01 The Credit Component. Demand for credit during the first year of
the project (Bank FY82) was poor, primarily due to the slowdown in the
country's economic growth following the negative growth rate of 4.8Z in
1980, unprecedented in Korea's recent history. As a result, only US$2.4
million of the loan was actually disbursed that year as opposed to t..e
appraisal estimate of US$10.5 million (Table 3 of Part III). The
disbursement projections prepared at appraisal underestimated the gravity
of the slowdown. SMIB operations recovered by mid-1983, and consequently
loan disbursements picked up. By 1985, the loan was fully disbursed and,
despite a one-year delay in subproject commitments, the loan closed as
scheduled on December 31, 1985 (Table 4 of Part III).
6.02 The original objectives of the credit component were achieved.
The loan financed 259 subprojects, which created about 4,100 jobs at an
average fixed investment cost per job of US$29,000. This compares with the
appraisal estimate of 250 subprojects and 5,000 new jobs to be created at
an average cost per job of US$20,000. The average cost of job was
increased by two thirds from the Third SMIB Loan, indicating the capital
intensity and the emphasis on productivity improvement of the subloans
under this project. On the basis of a sample survey of 20 subprojects, for
which FRRs and ERRs were calculated by SMIB, ex post financial rates of
return (FRRs) ranged from 14? to 37Z while ex post economic rates of return
(ERRs) ranged from 182 to 57?. Sectoral and regional distributions of
subprojects were satisfactory.
6.03 Extension Services. The Government completed a comprehensive
study of the industrial extension services provided to SMIs in Korea, on
which it developed a set of action programs in December 1981. The study's
findings and action programs in turn formed the basis for the
rationalization of SMI extensicn service institutions, which was a matter
of primary importance and urgency for the development of the SMI sector.
The rationalization program was successfully implemented under the Small
and Medium Machinery Industry Project (Loan 2215-KO), with SMIPC as the
leading organization which provides customer-oriented extension services.
6.04 Institutional Development. In compliance with a Loan Agreement
covenant that SMIB would take all necessary measures to diversify and
increase its local currency resources, SMIB raised a total of Won 120
billion, or about US$ 160 million equivalent, in 1982 and 1983 through the
issuance of both long- and short-term debentures. By taking such action,
SMIB took the first steps to establish its presence in the market.
However, with a Government-imposed lending rate ceiling of 10?, SMIB's
interest rates on its long-term debentures, averaging 19Z, resulted in
large negative spreads. As a result SMIB did not remain in the debenture
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market. (In December 1988, the Government liberalized the interest rates.)
The understanding reached tinder the project that SMIB would diversify and
increase its foreign currency resources became irrelevant in view of lower
than expected demand. Nevertheless, SMIB maintained regular contact with
potential overseas lenders in order to complement its resources if the need
arose.
6.05 SMIB's financial position remained generally strong throughout the
term of the project, although in 1982 and 1983 it incurred operational
losses totalling Won 24 billion. This was due to adjustments in the
Government's interest rate policy introduced in June 1982, which lowered
the rates ceilings for lendings and deposits to 102 p.a. and 82 p.a.,
respectively. While the lending rates reduction was effective immediately,
the rates for existing deposits were unchanged until maturities, with many
as high as 182 p.a. Despite these losses, SMIB maintained a satisfactory
long-term debt to equity ratio which remained below the covenanted ratio of
10:1. As the existing savings deposits matured, SMIB's profitability
improved, and SMIB became profitable in 1985 and thereafter.
6.06 Considering the high-risk nature of SMI customers, the quality of
the SMIB loan portfolio was excellent, recording overall collection rates
of 90-952 throughout the project period. SMIB's excellent arrears position
and collection performance resulted from its well developed supervision and
collection procedures. They are also attributable to the peculiarities of
the Korean financial system in which a numbpr of well-run institutions
assist banks in minimizing loan losses. This system comprises of the
Credit Guarantee Fund, the Loan Readjustment Corporation which processes
loan foreclosures on behalf of financial institutions, and a credit
information system operated by the Bank of Korea. Moreover, the main
factor behind the soundness of Korean financial institutions has been the
good performance of Korean industry.
6.07 One of the major Institutional development goals of improving
SMIB's appraisal practices was not achieved. Traditionally, Korean DFCs
relied heavily on commercial credit analysis of sub-borrowers in loan
decision making, encouraging speedy financing decisions in favor of
established and solvent firms. Typically, no comprehensive appraisals of
project viabilities were conducted. Against this background, the Bank
emphasized the importance of comprehensive financial and economic
appraisals of the projects to be financed in addition to the commercial
credit analysis. Under the previous Bank loans, SMIB's appraisal standards
for foreign currency equipment loans improved significantly and were
considered satisfactory. Under this project, SMIB attempted to improve the
appraisal practices of local currency equipment loans, which continued to
rely almost exclusively on commercial credit analysis. However, this did
not materialize since SMIB found comprehensive appraisals too costly and
time consuming. In addition, given the high quality of its loan portfolio,
SMIB saw no compelling reason to change appraisal practices, which are
still unchanged to date. Similarly, expectations that SMIB would undertake
more sector and subsector studies, which would supplement project
appraisals, also did not materialize.
6.08 With hindsight, the Bank's goal in this respect appear
impractical. Typically, SMIB subprojects are too small and numerous to
justify comprehensive and formal appraisals which includes financial and
economic analyses. A majority of SMIB clients are repeat customers, and
therefore. SMIB has intimate knowledge on their business conditions. SMIB
clients are relatively unsophisticated and unable, in many cases, to
provide detailed and accurate information necessary for more rigorous and
comprehensive analysis. The experience under this project suggest that the
Bank need to assess carefully likely gains and practical constraints when
requesting comprehensive subproject appraisals to DFCs, particularly those
which primarily cater to SMIs.
A.09 The same factors seem to have been partly responsible for SMIB's
lack of interest in expanding its research activities. Although SMIB's
Development Strategy Statements for the project period, which were
formulated in consultation with the Bank, committed SMIB to integrating its
research activities closely with operations, preparation of market and
sector studie3 remained limited and undertaken only on an ad hoc basis. In
view of SMIB's short-cut appraisal procedures for domestic currency loans,
the Bank considered the lack of such studies as detrimental to SMIB's
operations. With the growth of industrial research and extension
institutions in Korea, however, SMIB's Research Department was gradually
curtailed. This decision reflected SMIB's efforts to reduce administrative
expenses in response to the difficult financial situation in 1982-84 and to
continue rapid expansion of its branch network and the resulting needs for
experienced staff.
6.'0 SMIB's supervision performance remained highly satisfactory.
Sut?rvision of project subloans was largely delegated to the branch
offices, except for foreign currency loans which were supervised jointly by
the head office and branches. SMIB developed an excellent loan reporting
system, in consultation with the Bank, which allows a comparison of actual
project performance with performance projections prepared during loan
appraisal. SMIB's supervision methods were very effective, which no doubt
contributed to the high quality of its loan portfolio and low level of
arrears.
7. Project Sustainability
7.01 The sustainability of economic benefits of the project is assured
as SMIB met the objectives of resource transfer to the SMIs by disbursing
loan proceeds to some 259 subprojects. It was also successful injob
creation by providing some 5,000 new jobs to the economy. The project
brought about improved competitiveness and betterment of skills to the SMIs
through increased capital investments and improved institutional capability
to SMIB by strengthening its efficiency in resource mobilization and
allocation.
8. Bank and Borrower Performance
8.01 The performance of the Bank was satisfactory, and the frequency
and composition of Bank supervision missions were adequate (Table 8 of Part
III). The performance of SMIB was also satisfactory throughout the project
period. SMIB implemented most of the action programs for institutional
development agreed under the project, and met all important covenants.
9. Conclusions
9.01 During the 1980s, the Korean SMI sector has accomplished a major
transformation. In the 19708, the SMI sector was largely regarded as a
source of employment at relatively low cost, and an important, but a
declining source of manufactured exports. Its relative importance in the
Korean economy was decreasing. Despite the Government's support to
revitalize the sector, SMIs were experiencing difficulties to upgrade
technological capabilities and skill levels. Industrial extension service
organizations were fragmented, over which public resources were thinly
spread with only limited results.
9.02 Today, the SMI sector is one of the most dynamic and promising
sectors in the economy. SMIs play a vital role in the product and process
innovations, job creation and industrial specialization and
diversification. SMIs are a major source of direct and indirect exports.
The industrial extension services are much better organized and more
customer- oriented and effective compa.:ed with a decade ago. The policy
environment for promoting SMI development was much improved, having
culminated in the two important laws enacted in 1987, the Small and Medium
Industry Inauguration Assistance Act and the Venture Business Financial
Support Act. Together, they promote new sources and innovative use of
financing for technology intensive SMIs.
9.03 Since the first Bank loan approved in 1975, SMIB (then called
Medium Industry Bank) has grown rapidly. Today, SMIB (or Industrial Bank
of Korea, since it was renamed in 1987) has a total assets of about US$ 7
billion, an extensive branch network of about 194 domestic branches and
three overseas offices, and over 8,400 staff members. It is an efficiently
managed organization with a strong financial positions. As the Korean
financial sector is being liberalized, it is in a good position to increase
its importance in the sector. Due to the rapid improvement in the
country's balance of payment position and increasing trade surplus in
recent years, its loan portfolio to Korean SMIs involvirg foreign
currencies is significantly smaller in recent years, which necessitated the
merger of the Foreign Loan Department , originally created to handle the
Bank and ADB loans, into the International Department. In the future,
however, its international operations would likely expand as the country
becomes a net capital exporter and foreign investments by Korean SMIs
increase.
9.04 Loan 2004-KO was one of the last of a series of Bank operations
primarily geared to an individual DFC. The subsequent DFC operations had a
sector-wide focus, where key developmental constraints for the sector was
addressed, and more than one DFCs were involved in an operation. On the
whole, the Fourth SMIB loan was a well prepared and implemented operation.
Together with previous three loans to SMIB, this project made significant
contributions to the development of SMIB and the Korean SMI sector.
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9.05 The main lesson of the project stems from the difficulty the Bank
experienced in convincing SMIB to introduce more comprehensive and
development bank oriented subproject appraisal procedures, to both foreign
and local currency equipment loans, in order to supplement the traditional
subborrower credit risk analysis. Given the large number and small size of
SHIB subloans, the original expectations of the Bank appear impractical.
The Bank may need to reassess this position in future operations,
particularly when dealing with DFCs which primarily cater to SMIs.
PART III
STATISTICAL INFORMATION
1. RELATED BANK LOANS
I I IYear of I I I
Loan No.1 Title I Purpose |Approval I Status Comments I
---- _------------------------------------------------------------------__----__--------------------------------------
Ln 1175 ISIB I tFinance SHI subprojects. | 1975 | Closed I
Ln 1507 ISIB II IFinance SMI subprojects. 1 1978 j Closed I
Lu 1749 ISMIB III IFinance SKI subprojects. 1 1979 1 Closed I I
Ln 2215 ISMMI iFinance SMI subprojects. | 1982 j Closed jApex type loan to CNB, SMIB, KLB and SMIPC.J
Lu 1829 ICHB I IFinance SKI subprojects. 1 1980 1 Closed I
Ln 2144 ICNB II IFinance SMI subprojects. 1 1980 1 Closed I
Ln 2515 ISMI IFinance SMI subprojects. 1 1985 | Active lApex type loan to CNB. SMIB and SMIPC. j X
Lu 2071 ISAL I 1 1981 1 Closed I I
Ln 2309 lInd. Finance ISupport Govt. financial I I Completed ILoan to gDB, KLB and MoF. I
reforms, finance sub- I I I I
I I projects in manufacturil I I I
I I and training. I I I I
…---.--------------------------------------------------------------------__--__----.-----.--------------_-__---------
2. PROJECT TIMETABLE
----- ,--,---_----------------------_-----------_------------_ 
---------------
__-------------------
Item Date Planned Date Revised Date Actual
Identification (EPS) October 21, 1980 October 21, 1980
Preparation November, 1980 November, 1980
Appraisal Mission October, 1980 November 3, 1980 November 10, 1980
Loan Negotiations April 15, 1981 April 15. 1981
Board Approval May 26, 1981 May 26, 1981
Loan Signature July 6, 1981 July 6, 1981
Loan Effectiveness September 1, 1981 September 1, 1981
Loan Closing December 31, 1985 December 31, 1985
Loan Completion December 31, 1983 June 30, 1984 December 31, 1984
3. CUMULATIVE AND ACTUAL DISBURSEMENTS
(US$ Millions)
-------
_----------------------------------------------_-------__-------------__-------------,---__
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
Appraisal Estimate 10.5 37.0 56.0 60.0 60.0Actual 2.4 21.2 47.2 58.2 60.0
Actual as a I
of Estimate 22.9 57.0 84.3 97.0 100.0
Date of Final Disbursement 
- March 12, 1986
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4. Project Implementation
A. Analysis of Subproiects Financed Under Loan 2004-KO
Ahount of I by Total I by Total
No. (W Million) Number Amount
1) Geographical Distribution
Seoul City 65 9,546 27.3 20.3
Kyung-gJ Province 86 17,199 36.1 36.6
South choongchuw8 9 1,17S 3.8 2.5
ProvinceNorth Choongchung 6 2,123 2.5 4.5
Provincelang Won Province 3 401 1.3 0.9
South Jeonra Province 11 945 4.6 2.0
North Jeonra Province 7 921 2,9 1.9
South Kyungsang Province 8 1,725 3.4 3.7
North Kyungsang Province 31 11,053 13.0 23.5
Busan City 12 1,917 5.1 4.1
Cheju Province - - - -
Total 238 47.003 100.0 100.0
2) Investment Cost Distribution
Less than 100 million won 56 2,527 23.5 5.4
100 million won to 250
million won 83 9,210 34.9 19.6
250 million won to 500
million von 50 10.773 21.0 22.9
More than 500 million won 49 24,495 20.6 52.1
Total 238 47,005 100 .0
3) Size of Loan Distribution
Less then 70 million won 69 2,965 29.0 6.3
70 million van to 150
Million won 71 7,581 29.8 16.1
150 million won to 300 62 13,795 26.1 29.4
million won
More thmn 500 million von 49 22,664 15.1 48.2
Total 238 47,005 100.0 100.0
- 12 -
Amount of Z by Total Z by Total
No. (V Million) Number Amount
4) Estimated Implementation period of Projects
Less than a year 57 7,991 23.9 6.3
1 to 2 years 81 15,042 34.0 32.0
2 to 3 years 67 14,102 28.2 30.0
3 to more years 33 9,870 13.9 21.0
Total 238 47,005 100.0 100.0
5) Distribution of Maturities (including grace)
Less than 2 years - - - -
2 to 4 years 21 2,805 8.8 6.0
4 to 7 years 77 14,266 32.4 30.3
7 to 10 years 109 21,349 45.8 45.4
10 to 15 ye_-s 31 8,585 13.0 18.3
Over 15 years _ - - -
Total 238 47,005 100.0 100.0
6) Distribution of Cost Per Job
Less than USS 500 - - - -
USS 500 to USS 5.000 7 406 2.9 0.9
US$ 5,000 to USS 20,000 60 5,480 25.2 11.7
USS 20.000 to USS 50.000 85 17.804 35.7 37.9
More than USS 50,000 86 23,315 36.2 49.5
Total 238 47,005 100.0 100.0
7) Optional Items
a) Type of Subproject
- New 25 4,756 10.5 10.1
- Expansion 193 38.646 81.1 82.2
- Rehabilitation 20 3,603 8.4 7.7
- Working Capital - - - -
Total 238 4,005 100.0 100.0
b) Type of Ownership 238 47,005 100.0 100.0
- Private - - - -
- Government 
- - -
- Mixed 
- -
Total 238 47.005 100.0 100.0
c) Owner Origin
- Majority Foreign - - - -
- Majority Local 238 47,005 100.0 100.0
- 13 -
Amount of Z by Total Z by Total
No. (W Million) Number Amount
Total 238 47,005 100.0 100.0
4) Project Location
- Rural 155 31.298 65.1 66.6
Urban 83 15,707 34.9 33.4
Total 238 47.005 100.0 100.0
B. CHARACTERISTICS OF SUWROJECTS FINANCED UNDER LOAN 2004-1(0
I I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~Project Cost. I SMIB Financing I project Completion I
Sub.. -------------- ----------------I  - ----------------
Project I N ature of I I OYerrun I Local IForeign I X of Actual IEst. I Actual D0ifference I Method of INumbet I Borrower jSubprojoet I Est. I Actuali () I Funds I Funds IProject Cost I (Months) I(Month9)j (Months) IProcurement I
A-Ml lVeterans Self-Support lExpenalon I 796 I 868l I 9.0 I 200 j 482 1 708. I 4 I C I 2 lintI. Bidding I
A-00 [San Jin ShippIn lExpanslon I 660 I 124 I -4.4 1 100 I 278 1 72.1 I 7 I 11 I 4 $Prop. Conktracti
A-004 IYU Chong Dy ein lExpanulon 1 2428 I 2809 I -4.9 I 0 1 1148 I 49.6 I 8 I 9 I 8 llnti. Btidding I
A-00 tHee Jung Company 3EXPanalon ) 1068 I 82 I -21.4 1 280 1 487 I 86.2 I 7 I 10 I a linti. Bidding I
A-00 lye We. Textile lExpanslon I 1696 1277 I -24.6 1 0 I 1007 I 78.9 I 8 I 12 I 4 Itnti. Bidding I
A-.00 lMIsi Inodustrial Co. IExpeaeioo I 1968 1 1196 1 .12.8 1 0 1 604 I 50.6 I 8 1 12 1 4 lIntl. Bidding IA-00 lMl JoeoMan Company INs" 1 29291 215681 -26.41 6101I 1091 1 77.5 1 9 1 12 1 ilntl. Blddlngj
A-CO ID.) Yang Metal IExpens1on I 8152 I 8251 I 8.1 I 0 1 1840 1 41.2 I 7 7 0 lintI. Bidding 
A-010 lIb-Uba Eletro-plating lExpeanson I 8588 I 8821 1 -6.0 I 0 1 1208 1 86.2 I 8 1 9 I 1 IIf'tl. Bidding I
A-Oil ISung Won Oeing lExponslon; I 827 1 897 1 8.6 I 0 I 866 I 40.8 I S I 9 I 1 itnti. Biddinog I
A-018 )Song As Industrial IE pension I 1844 1 1241 I -7.7 I 0 I 526 1 42.4 I 7 I 8 I -1 Ilint. Bidding I
A-014 IN*n Do Trading lExpension I 1960 I 2011 I 2.6 I 0 I 651 I 82.4 I 4 I 5 I 1 lintI. Diddlitng I
A-015 1Seung It Can Mfg. lExpansion 1 1469 1 1812 1 -10.7 1 0 I 489 1 88.6 I 6 I 4 I -1 lInti. Bidding I
A-016 ISoo, Bok Textile lExpansion I 2708 I 2918 I 6.0 I 800 I 1467 I 60.6 I 8 I 7 I -1 lInti. Bidding I
A-017 Yloung Chong Textile, lExtpanslon 1 2860 1 2419 I 2.6 I 0 I 1043 1 48.1 1 6 I 7 I -) lInti. Bidding I
A-Oil [men II Printing jExpanelon I 1272 I 1299 2.1 I 0 770 I 59.8 I I I 6 I -1 -tintl. Bidding I
A-019 IN.. Yang Textile lExpansion I 8181. I 880 I .9 I 0 I 1500 I 45.8 I 7 I I I 0 Inati. Bidding I
A-0MO ISam Won Corporation 11iRplaemantP, 8456 I 8721 I 7.7 1 0l 1196n I2.2 I 7 I 8 I I linti. Bidding I
A-S ISunog Duck Textile lExpanslon 1066 I 997 I -8.1 I 0 I 726 I 72.8 I 8 I 10 I 2 lInti. Bidding I
A-02 IHanil Electric fire lExpanslon 2411 I 2612 I 8.8 1 0 1 227 1 6.7 I 9 1 14 I S lInti. Biddingo I
8-001 Ga&y. Limited lExpaniwon I 106 I 66 I -21.8 1 0 1 66 I 77.6 I 6 I 4 I -1 lInti. Bidding I -
8-00 INs. (sang Heavy Ind. lExpanslon I 6s I 87 I -1.1 I 0 I a8 I 72.4 1 6 I 6 I 0 linti. Bidding 1 
9-OOS IuyuegSeo"oEno. lExpanslon I 46 I 48 I -6.51I 0 I 24 1 55.8 I a I 61I 0 inati. Bidding I
B-,009 ISuh Ryung Industries lExpansion I 1545 I 1117 1 -27.7 1 480 1 887 I 78.1 I 4 I 7 I a Itnti. Bidding I
8-11 INS" Seao Comany lExpension I 240 I 200 1 -19.4 1 0 I 146 I 78.0 I 6 I 6 I I itntI. Bidding I
8-018 Ichun Me Textile lExpansion I 208 I 188 I ~-9.9 I 81 I 11 II 77.6 I 6 I 6 I 1 lInti. Bidding I
B-017 IChung Sink Machinery lExpansion I 100 I 99 I -1.0 I 0 I 71 I 71.7 I 4 I 7 I 8 Itnti. Bidding 
8-019 Woo* Yangp CAnstruction lExpansion I 211 I 180 I -14.7 1 0 I 186 I 76.6 I 5 I S I 1 lInti. BiddingI
B-MS IN.. Yang Conetraction lExpeaneon I 154 I 147 1 -4.6 I 29 1 115 I 96.0 I 6 I 7 3 2 lInti. BiddingI
B-MS iSa. wang Textile lExpansion I 82 I 71 1 -18.4 I 0 I 6l I 85.9 I 6 3 7 I 1 lintI. Bidding I8-02 haen Seaung Trading lExpansion I 176 I 170 I -8.4 I 0 I 18t1 I77. 1I 6 I 10 I 4 lIntI. Bidding I
8-08 I8ungbo Developament lExpansion I 368 I 8811I 7.91I 0 1 278 1 71.7 I SI 61I 1 jilti. Bidding 
8-08 MUsell Industrial lExpenslon 1 47 1 44 1 -6.4 1 0 1 81 1 70.5 1 4 1 71I 8 jinti. Bidding~
8-08 JKorea Zipper lExpansion I2149)1 1994 1 -7.2 I 0 1 821 I 16.1 I C I 8 I -8 lintI. Bi'dding)
8-089 hbe Ryck shipping lExpension I 5701 580 I 1.81I 0 I 846 1 59.6 1 7 1 71I 0 Ipro,. Costracti
8-041 ID" ou Y UetTle lExpanslon 1 481 I 416 I -8.7 1 0 I 292 I 70.4 I 7 I 7 I0 lInti. 8iddlng 
8-044 ISam WmPolymer lExpension 1 288 1 220 I -7.83I 0 1 10381 46.83 6 101 5 lInti. Bidding 
B-048 IDe Young Packaging IRetp Iacoment 7$ I 761 0.01 01 621 1.61 S 7 2 IZntl. Bi4ddng
B-049 IKoree Sewing Machine IN.. I 217 I 287 I 9.2 I es 114 I 4.0 I 6 I 11 I6 Itnti. Bidding I
8-05 ID*" K.en, lExpension I 86 1 86 1 -2.8 1 0,1 29 1 62.9 SI 71 2 IIntl.Bidding I
8-05 )Sung Nsa Afndustrial JExpansion I 151 I 160 I .0.7 I 0 1 17 I 78.0 I 4 I 7 I3 llnti. Bidding 
8-061 ISaM Shin Ifndustrial lExpansion I 186 I 201 I 8.1 I 80 I 109 I 9.2 I 6 I 10 I6 jilti. Bidding 
8-06 IJe II Phamaceutical IExtpansion I 28 I 298 I 8.9 I 0 I 248 I 4.6 1 6 I 9 I 8 lInti. BiddingI
8-CAS 10.1 Ryung Industriel lExpanalon I 220 I 220 3 0.0 I 0 I 180 3 69.1 I 8 3 6 I-1 IProp. Contrieti
8-06 iDal 1(1 Compny lExpaneson I 1415 1 1601 I 18.1 I 400 I 420 I 51.2 I 6 I 2 lInti. BiddingI
8-72 IHnam GCology Coqmpny lExpansion I 4 3 a 68 8.81 12 so1 91.21 61 7 1 jIlnti. Biddingio8-75 IYung (wosangTetile, )Expansion I 249 I 268 1.6 I 0 I 177 70.0 I 4 I 8 4 Ilati. BiddingI
8-079 IaeYunpong Co. lExpansion 3 197 I 190 I-.8.I 0 I 85 I44.7 I 6 I 10 I4 jinti. Bidding 
B. CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBPRJECTS FINANCED UNDER LOA 2004-KO
(ceontinved)
I I Project Cost SMIB Financing I Project Completion l
Sub- I I I--------------------------
Project I I Naturo of I I 1Overrun I Local lForoign I X of Actual I Est. I Actual IDiffrence I ethod of 
Nsmber I Borrower ISubproioct I Est. I Actual I (X) I Funds I Funds IProject Cost I(Months)I(Months)j (Months) lProerma_t I
___ ___ - --------- __________ I- --------- _ I-_ __ __- I__ _ __-I__ __ _ I-- - - I-- --- - ____--- I-________ I-_____________ I-________ I-________ I-___________ I_ _ _ _
B-O65 Da. Sub Weaving lExpansion I 196 I 190 l -8.1 l 0 l 148 l 77.9 I a I 8 1 -3 lIntl. B;dding 1
S-0S7 ? Poaradiie Company lExpansion l 20 l 24 l 20.0 l 0 l 17 I 70.8 I S l a I -2 lIntI. Bidding I
8-090 iShin It Printing lExpan ion I s0o 61 1 2.0 1 0 1 38 1 74.6 1 9 1 9 1 0 lInti. Bidding I
8-092 1800 Won Industrial lExpansion I 288 1 2831 -1.71 0 1 237 1 83.7 I 7 1 12 1 6 lIntl. Bidding 1
8-09 ISm Kiang Machinery lExpension I 826 1 829 I 0.9 I 0 1 276 1 83.9 1 6 I 10 1 4 lInti. 8idding 1
8-097 lDong Sin Cloas Tube lExpansion I 109 1 102 1 -6.4 l 0 l 81 l 79.4 l 6 I 9 I 8 lIntI. Bidding I
8-101 ICho Sang Printing lNs, I 816 I 806 1 -1.2 1 390 1 237 I 77.9 I 8 I 8 I 0 lIntl. Bidding I
8-108 IDoo Jin Induatriol lExponsion I 296 1 292 1 -1.0 I 60 I 196 1 84.2 1 6 1 6 1 0 lIntl- Bidding I
8-106 ISa-Il Company lExpansion I 219 1 196 I -10.6 1 42 1 68 1 60.0 1 4 1 6 I 1 lInti. Bidding I
B-108 IY*o Ma Industriol lNs. l 1133 l 1121 l -1.1 l 400 I 169 I 60.8 1 4 I 6 1 2 lInti. Bidding 1
8-111 lNs. Son Company lExpansion l 120 l 132 l 10.0 I 0 l 87 l 66.9 l 4 1 8 I -1 lIntl. Bidding 1
8-11 ISeo Hung Construction lExpansion I 77 I 7o I -9.1 I 0 l 81 l 44.3 I 7 I 9 1 2 lIntI. Bidding I
8-116 lSong A Machine Toole lExpansion I 197 1 180 I -8.6 I 0 1 182 1 78.3 1 4 1 6 1 2 lInti. Bidding I
8-119 ISa. Hve Textile lExpansion l 876 1 875 1 -0.8 I 0 1 27 1 7.2 5 6 I 0 lInti. Bidding I
8-122 IHan-Mi Vold A Tool lExpansion I 319 1 82 1 2.8 1 40 1 172 1 64.6 1 4 1 4 1 0 Intl. Bidding I
8-124 IHan Kuk Won No lExpansion I 298 1 282 1 -10.8 I 0 1 212 1 80.9 8 I 8 I 0 Intl. Bidding 1
8-127 ISa. Yang Form lExpansion l 176 l 1S6 1 -11.9 I 0 l 118 l 72.9 I 9 I 11 1 2 IntI. Bidding I
8-129 lPoong Kook Enterprise lExpans;on I 292 l 291 l -0.8 I 0 1 227 l 78.0 l 4 1 7 1 8 lInti. Bidding I
8-182 1W.o In Silk lExpansion I 891 I 935 l 4.9 l 860 l 288 l 62.9 l 4 l a 1 2 IlatI. Bidding I 1
8-184 ISomaung Printing lExponsion I 214 1 211 1 -1.4 1 0 1 144 1 68.2 1 4 I 6 1 1 lInti. Bidding I
B-17? ISo*kng Cold Storge lExpansion 1 79 1 68 I -20.8 1 0 I s6 I 88.9 1 4 4 0 lInti. Bidding I
8-139 iSin Don Je Il IMN" l 64 l 67 I -10.9 I 0 1 46 l 80.7 I a 1 4 1 1 lljti. Bidding 1
8-148 IVeYn-Hap Glass lN" I 289 1 286 1 -1.7 1 0 I 187 I 79.6 I 10 I 7 I -3 lSntl. Bidding 1
8-146 iKora Electronics lExpansion 1 218 1 220 1 1.9 I 0 1 178 1 60.9 1 4 1 a I -1 jInti. Bidding I
B-149 iNaw Korea Electronics lExpansion 1 146 1 123 1 -16.8 I 0 1 lie 1 94.3 1 6 I 6 I 0 lIntl. Bidding I
8-155 iJung Hoo Printing lExpanoion I 862 1 361 1 -0.8 I 0 I S8 I 16.6 I 5 I 6 I 0 lIntl. Bidding I
8-160 IDuk Chun Industrial lExpansion I 131 1 144 1 9.9 I 0 1 107 1 74.3 1 4 1 6 I 1 lInti. Bidding I
8-164 IDoe Sng Engineoring iNn I 168 1 148 1 -68. 1 0 1 46 1 81.1 I 6 1 4 3 -1 ilati. Bidding I
B-170 Dong Shin Enterprise lExpanston I 9S I 96 1 0.0 I 0 I S8 I 61.1 I 6 1 6 1 0 lIntl. Bidding I
8-1`4 (Na. Chang Textile lExpansion l 40 I 87 l -7.5 I 0 1 20 l 54.1 l 6 I 8 1 -2 lProp. Cootrectl
S-179 loong Sin Chemicol lExpanston l 409 l 461 l 17.6 I 0 l 280 l 47.6 I 7 I 7 I 0 lInti. Bidding I
S-188 IK"k Il Pr_ lExpansion I 691 I 691 I 0.0 1 0 1 2711 89.2 1 4 1 6 l 1 lInt$. Bidding I
S-187 iSo-Ab Precision Ind. IExpenaion l 91 l 85 I -6.6 I 0 l 68 I 7' 6 I 6 1 4 1 -2 llnti. Bidding I
8-191 ISa Yong Construction lExpennion I U4 I 76 1 40.7 1 0 1 81 I 40.o I 7 I 6 I -1 lInt'. Bidding 1
6-196 IFlrst Corporation lExpensnon 1 210 1 289 1 18.6 I 170 I 71.1 I 6 I 3 I -8 lIntl. Bidding 1
9-200 IHan Kuk Trading INs. I 6 1 981 86.8 0 1 48 1 61.6 1 81 6 8 3 lIntl. Siddingo
S-204 lSm Won Industrial lExpansion l 197 l 201 l 2.0 l 0 180 1 64.7 1 a I G I 0 lInti. 8iddino
B-206 iSam Rk Industrial lNew I 496 1 612 1 2.8 I 0 1 179 I 86.0 I a I 4 I 1 lIntl. Bidding 1
8-212 jSae Kwang Industrial lExpansion I 18 I 117 1 -12.0 I 0 7 1 6 0o.7 I 7 I 9 I 2 lInti. Bidding I
B-216 IT" Il Woolen Textile lExpansion l 88 l 68 I -16.9 I 0 l 87 1 69.8 1 4 1 6 I 1 lIntl. Bidding 1
9-224 IChung Woo Enterprise lReplecomentl 181 1 142 1 -21.5 1 0 1 94 1 66.2 1 4 1 7 1 3 Ilnti. Bidding 1
8-286 lAnyong Paper Cone lExpension I 622 1 645 1 8.7 I 0 1 458 1 71.0 I 6 I 9 1 4 ISnti. Bidding I
______--________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________
C. ECONOMIC INDICATORS OF SUBPROJECTS FINANCED UNDER LOAN 2004-KO
---------------------
_---_--------------------------------------__-----------__---------------_--------------
Incremental I I Financial j Economic
I I Employment |Investment I ROR j ROR I
Subprojectl I------------------lper Worker I------------------|-------------------I
Number I Borrower lEstimatedl Actual l(W million)JEstimatedl Actual lEstimatedi Actual I
__________ I---------------------------I …---------I------------------------------ I------------------ I …---------
A-001 IVeterans Self-Support Socksl 40 | 42 | 20.7 | 20.7 | 21.6 | 35.9 | 37.2 |
A-003 ISun Jin Shipping I 5 I S 104.8 36.6 32.7 5 2.4 | 48.6
A-004 IYu Chang Dyeing & Weaving I 62 I 70 | 33.0 | 24.3 1 20.6 I 40.4 I 35.1 I
A-005 Iae Jung Company I 37 I 41 I 20.3 I 31.9 l 36.9 I 52.5 I 57.2
A-006 IYu Swa Textile | 40 I 28 I 45.6 I 31.4 27.5 49.2 I 40.6
A-007 IMaeil Industrial Company I 43 40 I 29.9 j 30.3 28.7 56.0 j 50.9
A-008 IMi Joo Man Company I 54 I 56 I 38.5 I 24.8 I 24.7 | 42.3 I 41.2 1
A-009 IDai Yang Metal 61 60 I 54.2 I 25.1 20.2 I 44.6 J 38.6 
A-010 Ih-Wha Eletro-plating ( 99 I 103 I 32.2 32.3 j 32.0 I 57.1 J 55.0
A-011 Sung Won Deing & Finishing I 16 j 15 59.8 1 18.2 I 19.7 30.5 | 33.2 |
A-013 iSong Am Industrial 1 73 | 72 | 17.2 17.7 I 16.3 I 27.3 I 25.4 1
A-014 jHan Do Trading | 280 210 I 9.6 I 19.2 I 20.7 32.4 I 34.1 1
A-015 ISeung I1 Can Manufacturing I 90 91 j 14.4 28.9 I 21.4 I 58.5 I 49.6 1
A-016 ISoo Bok Textile I 30 I 32 91.2 29.3 I 30.1 I 47.9 I 50.4
A-017 |Young Chang Textile I 42 48 1 50.4 ( 29.3 I 30.1 I 47.9 I 50.4
A-018 18an 11 Printing I 58 I 49 26.5 15.3 I 14.3 I 20.2 j 18.0
A-019 INam Yang Textile | 20 28 118.2 28.7 I 21.1 I 39.1 1 31.9
A-020 ISam Won Corporation I - I - - 19.3 20.9 I 29.3 I 33.0
A-022 ISung Duck Textile I 42 51 I 19.5 I 23.2 I 20.4 46.0 j 41.9
A-023 Ilanil Electric Wire I 50 59 I 44.3 24.7 24.7 I 41.5 I 41.6
B-001 IGaya Limited 30 1 29 1 2.9| I I I
B-003 jNam Kwang eavy Industry j 5 5 17.4 | I 1 1
B-006 jMyung Seong Engineering I 6 10 I 4.3 |
B-008 lSula Ryung Industries I 66 I 54 1 20.7
B-011 |Han Seo Company I 8 101 20.0
B-013 IChun Ma Textile I 21 _ -_ I I I
B-017 IChung luk Heavy Hachinery I 61 4f 24.81 I I I I
B-019 jWoo Yang Construction 1 3 I 3 1 60.0
B-023 1Nam Yang Construction I 41 6 | 24.5
B-025 ISam Kwang Textile I 3 5 , 14.2 I I | I I
B-028 IMan Seung Trading I 3 I 3 I 56.7 1 I |
B-030 |Sungbo Development I 2 1 2 1 190.5 I I I I
B-033 )Maeil Industrial I 5 5 1 8.8 I I
C. ECONOMIC INDICATORS OF SUBPROJECTS FINANCED UNDER LOAN 2004-KO
(continued)
…-----------------------_--------------------------------__------------------__------------------------------
Incremental I I Financial Economic I
I I Employment llnvestment I ROR I ROR
Subprojectl I ---------------lper Worker I------------------ I--- --------- I--
Number I Borrower lEstimatedl Actual i(V million)lEstimatedl Actual lEstimatedl Actual I
B-036 iKorea Zipper 15 14 j 142.4 |
B-039 iDae Ryuk Shipping a 8 8 72.5 |
B-041 IDae Young Woolen Textile | 14 14 j 29.6 |
B-044 iSam Hwa Polymer I 6 7 31.4
B-046 IDae Young Packaging I _ I _ I _ I I I I I
B-049 IKorea Sewing Machine Ind. I 6 6 39.5 I I I I
B-055 lIong Kwang Electric Cons. I 6 7 5.0
B-058 ISung Uwa Industrial 15 15 10.0 I I I / I
B-061 ISam Shin Industrial I 7 7 I 28.7 |
B-063 IJe I1 Pharmaceutical ) 6 6 48.8 I I I I
B-066 IDai Ryung Industrial I 13 14 I 15.7 j I I I I
B-068 iDai Ki Company 1 40 411 39.0 I | | |
B-072 lHonam Geology Company 1 6 8a 8.5 | J
B-075 IYung Kwang Textile 1 12 12 1 21.1 |
B-079 ISamae Youngpoong Company f 2 ( 2 95.0 I |
B-082 tBaek Yang Heung Up 19 20 I 14.7
B-085 IDae Sub Weaving 1 10 11 17.3
B-087 IParadise Company 3 3 I 8.0
B-090 iShin 11 Printing | -30 -24 1 -2.1 I | I
B-092 IBoo Won Industrial | 8 10 28.3 |
B-095 ISam [wang Constr. Machineryl 16 1 18 18.3 I
B-097 )Dong Sin Glass Tube 6 5 I 20.4
B-101 )Cho Bang Textile Printing 1 57 I 60 13.4
B-103 IDae Jin Industrial . 26 I 24 12.2 I I | I I
B-106 jSe-I1 Company I 20 I 22 8.9 I I | | |
B-108 IYoo Ham Industrial I 100 110 10.2 I |
B-111 INew Bon Company I 671 70 1.91 [ |
B-113 ISeo Hung Construction | 2 2 I 35.0 |
B-116 ISong A Machine Tools Mfg. j 14 s15 12.0 I I I
B-119 ISae Hwa Textile I 251 23 I 16.31 I |
B-122 IRan-Mi Mold & Tool Company I 26 j 30 I 10.9 g g I I
B-124 jRan Kuk Won Ho Printing I 5 7 37.41 I I | |
C. ECONOMIC INDICATORS OF SUBPROJECTS FINANCED UNDER LOAN 2004-RO
(continued)
----.------------------- _-------------------------_------__---------_--------__------------------------------
Incremental I I Financial I Economic I
1 I Employment Ilnvestment I RR1 ROR
Subprojectl -----------------lper Worker ------------------I-------------------I
Number I 3rrrover lEstimatedl Actual l(W million)lEstimatedl Actual jEstimatedl Actual I
… 1…_______I------------------------- I…- -- ------ ------------------------------ _----------- ------ I …---------
B-127 ISam Yang Business Form | 4 I 3 51.7 I
B-129 IPoong Kook Enterprise I 18 I 20 I 14.6
B-132 lWoo In Silk 1061 1121 8.31 I I
B-134 ISamung Printing 3 1 3 1 70.3 I
B-137 iSokang Cold Storage 6 5 12.6 | I I I I
B-139 jSin Dong Je 11 1 14 I 15 1 3.8 1 I |
B-143 |Yeon-Hap Glass | 12 | 10 | 23.5 | I I
B-145 lKorea Electronics I 10 I 11 | 20.0 1 I I | , |
B-149 INew Korea Electronics I 20 I 21 5.9 I
B-155 Ijung Hva Printing 1 101 1Ol 35.1 1 I I I
8-160 IDuk Chun Industrial j 6 5 28.81 I I
B-164 IDae Sung Engineering I 26 I 27 I 5.5 I I I 
B-170 IDong Shin Enterprise I 4 I 4 I 23.8 I I I I i
B-174 jNam Chang Textile I 31 31 12.3
B-179 iDong Sin Chemical I 61 61 80.2
B-183 IKuk I1 Press . 18 1 16 1 43.2 |
B-187 jSe-Ah Precision Industrial I 5 I 5 I 17.0 1
B-191 ISan Yang Construction I 20 | 18 | 4.2 j
B-196 lFirst Corporation | 13 | 1S i 15.9 |
B-200 Ilan Kuk Trading 41 4A 23.3
B-204 ISam Won Industrial I 10 I 8 25.1
8-208 ISam Rak Industrial I 641 70| 7.3 | |
B-212 |Sae Kwang Industrial | 14 | 15 | 7.8 |
B-216 ITae I1 Woolen Textile 5 5 I 10.6
B-224 IChung Woo Enterprise I _ -_ I _
B-236 ljnyang Paper Cone j 31 I 30 I 21.5
…---------------------------------_---------__ ----- ------------- _ __ __ -- -------------
REPtBLIC OF KOREA
SMlAll AD IIEDIUMI INDUSTRY BANK (LOAN 2004-K(0)
5. SMIB's Financial Performance MECT CotISY SW(OA 4
PRJECT COMPLETION REPORtT
A. Projected and Actual Audited Incom Statments, 1981-87
(in Won oillion)
1961 1982 1968
Prolected Auitfed Projected Adi tted 
Income
Interest on loonu 214,812 21,026 260,619 204,522 860,529 196,069
Inerest on ecurities and deposits 19,602 86,020 24,067 34,808 29,661 28,768
Guarantee fet, commissions, oetc. 18,486 7,813 18,885 8,910 19,909 9,802
Total incozm 247,60 266,850 321,291 247,770 410, 288,434
Expox
Finxancil expenses 171,982 178,524 221,162 164,706 288,698 167,801
Adelistrativo and genral expensew 47,962 60,629 60,1865 69,180 75,940 84,686
Provision for doubtful accounts 7,000 8,889 7,000 2,691 7,000 -6,115
Total expens 2B8,002 238,678 296,90 21,512 J76,96 243,B3S
Income before tax 14,498 20,166 26,861 -18,742 34,143 -9,901
Incom tax 1,668 2,6831 3,8601 7 6,119 -
Net Income 12,825 17,65S 21,560 -18,820 29,024 -9,901
Appropriation
Dividends 4,924 6,027 7,712 - 10,600 -
Resrve and retinod earnings 7,901 11,528 13,846 -13,820 16,524 -9,901
REPUSUC OF KOREA
SMALL AND MEDIWM INDUSTRY BAN( (LOAN 2004-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
Projected and Actual Audited Income Statemet., 1981-8?
(in Won mi-lion)
1984 196 1996 198?
ro cted AdecdAudited Proj ced Auit epojcted dAudited
Ino
Interest on loans 248,402 287,714 808,989 290,874 881,186 841,273 484,952 408,628
Interest on deposits, securities and others 21,767 28,098 22,186 87,938 28,267 42,689 86,163 45,069Guarantee fees, comissions, etc. 16,579 18,280 21,881 17,006 26,174 28,907 81,865 48,216
Total incoe 280,748 279,087 852,506 845.817 435,618 407,849 531,970 496,798
Expense
Financial expenses 178,828 178,166 196,940 214,967 242,189 278,588 293,617 888,761
Administrative and genoral expenses 88,641 88,765 126,468 97,289 134,181 102,798 182,328 116,089
Provision for doubtful accounts 1,186 1,284 1,960 18,580 2,147 12,522 2,687 14,245
Other expenses 16,268 9,069 18,729 12,816 22,907 18,623 27,862 16,38S
Total expenses 280,718 272,274 342,09S 388,832 401,424 406,531 486,29 484,470
Income before tax 80 6,813 10,411 7,186 34,192 2,318 46,701 12,828
Income tax - 1,292 8,118 2,686 10,268 92 13,705 6,574
Net income 30 6,S21 7,293 4,S00 23,939 2,22e 31,996 S,754
Appropri;tion
Dividends - 1 3,841 1 3,771 1 4,300 1
Reerve 30 6,520 8,952 2,495 20,168 788 27,696 1,187
Unappropriated - - - 2,004 - 1,487 - 4,688
Total 80 6,521 7,293 4,500 23,939 2,228 31,996 S,7S4
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R2tEPIC Or KOM
WSALL AM PWI1Ns IKUSW A( (LOA 2M4A
PtJFTa COMPIEtIla REPDR
B * P ao;-eted and Actual Audited alance, Shet.. 1981-87
(in Won EillIonl)
l98l 1982 1983
Prol;cted Audited Projected Audi ted Pro;octed Audite
Current ots
Cash and bank deposits 310.626 222,39 406.425 75.190 S28.417 306.092
Investment tn aecurities 110,952 6e,616 136.094 140.s45 168.120 160,026
Short-term working capital loans 706.09s 782,122 131.188 1.298.735 1,216.771 1.461,073
Other current asets 30,244 32,842 37.683 36.381 4e,s4e 109.73
Total Current Aaats 1,L3.920 I.M4l279 I11S 212 A. M.On 1. 9S4 .eso 2L0
Tar. Portfolio
Working capital loans 203.s9s 276.072 262.70e 40.671 323.152 79,987
Domestic currency Equipment loan- 255,280 247,281 384,381 812,041 421,480 485,389
Foreign currency loano 185.703 169,235 20s.406 152.120 235,026 144.960
Total Term Lotns M.3WS. 103 I02L 21Lo S4102I2
'Less.Prov;ilono) (7.000) (10.200) (7,000) (12,514) (7.000) (4.274)
Not Portfolio e37,L78 Oe233e 10 492-3 91 972-2 70n.018
Property & Equipment (net) 27,471 22,085 87,145 37,217 40.2d8 48,001
Other Asueta 34.610 88,411 39.7e8 12.6e27 45.099 148.885
Tate I Aets 1.s 957sLss 2.;e.22 2.401.03 a,ro65 2.s<0.e2s
L;*b; ~ ~ ~ ~ A I~K1 ;t;-Lj 3-~~ ~2
Current Liabilities
Short-tere deposito 730.38e 878,.57 901.000 1.146.286 1.144.440 1.878,447
St4 debenture. - - - 1.620 - 49.106
Bor,rowng. from 8aK 147,733 269,794 219,9 411.326 80o.098 485,680
D;.;dend Payable 4,924 a 7.712 7 10,800 7
Taxes payable 1.663 1,842 .SDI 349 8,119 876
Due to correspondent banks 40,301 S4,472 4e,361 37.040 SS.033 39,411
Accrued interest and others 181,9so 16e,809 227,202 127.424 2885.85 1,898
Total currant liabililies 1,10984 1sss.43 1.408j0e9 1,73e.0L 1,806.740 2L0909
Lona-term Liabilities
Savings deposits St3,020 209.,374 424,000 195.968 ,3886o 248,987
SMI debenture. - - - 2,474 - 48,489
Borrowings from CK 14,958 16,1S4 11,900 19,4 7,392 19,767
Borrowings from NIP s0,213 33,997 67,107 84,406 86.820 132.17
Borrowings from LRF 4S7 813 so 360 - 214
borrowings from SHIPF 65,413 42,129 73,104 57,1U4 78,163 79,214
Borrowings from W 1,000 744 7,000 1,S29 2,800 2,708
Other borrowings - - - ,6S0 - 8,811
Foreign currency borrowings 184.922 181,461 17S.386 133.140 196.748 131.034
Allowance for retirements 28,500 26.788 85,804 32.006 48.108 39,737
Total Lone-term Liabili ties *18i8 I617s 7Z9. $111211. 94512 707.ZJZ
scmU ty
Paid-in share capital 107,060 107,080 150.000 1O7.060 200.000 147,060
Rerve and retained Earnings 24.9S2 34.596 38,000 14,749 57,324 4,847
Total Liab il ties and Eoultv 1.JIL74U LsI9I.3 ZLI e 2_401 3201LM 2,940ii 20
Outstandino Guarantegs
Short-term guarantee 22,730 32,216 27,287 88.611 32.744 11,.272
Long-term guarantees 2 669 1.170 872 1,414 669
Toal Qu-aran 32 71 S 85 241 es4, 341 113.8L 1
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MREP OF KORS
S9ULL AMD MMIDU1 ZIUSRY BAW( LOAN 2004-KOI
PROJECT WHPKL: Ft4 I=T
Projected and ACtUV1 dte9 ?,l;es Sheet.. 11981.67
1934 198S 19SA t987
Preoi*t* i Audited dPro; ct d ud; td 5Pro; st d Audit Pi'lliet Adudgti
&**tnst
Cb*nd k deposito 336,744 376,275 402.992 356,1 4 943.363 6e9,810 343,129 722 028
Investunt in Securites 16.120 136.671 241.959 194.304 225,247 135.661 2783796 203 372
Short-term working capital lon- .6462.847 1.486 275 2,115 286 1.67.298 2,002 .70 2,176,176 2.44636e8 259 326
Other current as.to 101,725 220.361 122,629 269,303 323.164 186.776 387,796 327,S92
Total Current Assets 2. 228.436 2 2 2ZJ1112.84e 2.499.0s9 2M.a9462D L,1e4 3.45L ,MJ5 LM.31
working caita loans 170,221 166.576 209.752 225.,81 269 900 1s0,827 S21,09S 321.095
Daometic currency equipmeent loans 648.616 600,894 789,793 716.460 864.340 942.671 1006,199 1.142,048
FDo°reirtgn cuerrency loanstZ"t lo $A167,438 144,934 1709343 157.024 155.624 160,513 144 985 171,687
t1L2.GFr1viss 95.84LeZAI 1J I-21101 1-2ft 1 1-Z2.2Totl T rn lZrl- _9 z5~~~~-(r ) (543 TW L 2 tO.74) i;o) )
No"t Partfo Ii g "109 913, f IAM.74 1.093.412 1. 2o. 694 1,2471,271 . .4s8.ff 1.628.669
Proorty £ Eeuic_mnt (ngti s 00601 Z 7il.2 n n19s.9s e 21.1492 2L. I IL8244
Othr -Allet
-lg-tor lease deposit. 53 ,65 5S.328 59 020 63.875 69,713 70,636 76.684 79.22S
Property squired through foreclosure 43,767 47.02e 54.621 S9,261 70,224 49,99e 73.697 30. 137
Receivable froe sal* of foreclosed
propertes and othrer e8,230 80,360 113,359 131.406 14,578 93.128 17O,659 123,413
Total Other A m8sast 12 nl1s 22L000 2u4,0e 2es Z13."l I21.240 282 .re
Total Aa"s 351.rd8 3.a,43144 *.345.691 4.004.ere 4.ST4.0Sd 4.621.369 5-462-316 582 .=
Liabi litie
* ib; I ill 
Currpnt Li &hi § it!
Short-term deposita 1,5719 8 1.478 949 1,933 512 1.7 25 826 1'8" 900 2,238.745 2,187 700 2,839 472
Borrowings from 90 57.420 464.786 725,690 495,519 622278 548.297 739.179 7`08.018
Borrowings from CMAF - 3.a s 14 701 22,201 21 00 24,771 27,000
sKr debentures 581,250 97,240 74.008 65s516 93,286 70r,40 110,504 80,940
Dividends payable 7 7 8,848 7 78 8,41
Taea payable 1tr728 33227 2 ,72 3.547 16 5 984 3 989
Due to correspondent banks 40,093 94.23 48,112 41,800 49.560 7,734 59.47 142,93
Accrued interest and others 223,221 269,588 287,974 295,003 331,779 378,467 391,562 638,688
Total current liabilities 2, 4?3.9r 23ssoe1 L307f87l 2L.&ef,M 2.i9e 3.seo 90 3,54.020 4.341.034
56^ vitng :pwosits 299,42e 342,590 366,268 443.656 592,600 464,t12 690,900 667.468
SHI debentursa 67.535 0.,371 97,97 131,226 188.866 124.90, 221,840 65,785
Borrowings from GK 19,397 22.397 12,041 25 StO 28.610 31,066 21.494 67 361
Oorrowitga fr*m NIP 169.187 168n716 244017 186,999 211,s59 190.980 242.88e 141108
Borrowings from SKIPF 100.014 106 990 120.074 138 100 16ol,oo 163 197 1B2.400 171 444
Borrowings from KDPCF 30.899 6,325 84,889 r 595 6,096 12,251 6.9 9 15,992
Borrowings from SWF 4,705 4.381 5,700 5.096 11.695 5.547 14,945 8,656
Borrowings from ECPF and others 11.262 14:001 12 ,672 19.514 32.514 82.135 40,881 17.515
Foreign currency borrowings 156.648 18 7944 164,962 1s38297 151,697 152.046 1416257 21.610Al leosnce for retirement and others - - - 82.659 60,091 50.895 66. 141 69.492
T
ote I Lone-term Li b iIllt a 8ns00 851 1.080. 1122 14428 L2787 1.631.140 1.241t431
Paid-in share capital 17.060 137,oso 177,060 167,060 182.060 182,06o 202,060 197,060
Reserve and retained earnings 3.676 70,016 12,170 74,518 80,260 76.744 86e,09 62,497
Tot l LiU b I I i tie. and Eau i tr 3 a.1lf 4381464 4.S.Ji691 4.0L4.6s 4.er4.038 4se21M M 9 L.4e2J3A s
OSh lder auiasi1 t-t135,920 158,148 1683112 19S,820 235.018 242,594 262.021 303,406
Long-tsrm guarantees 683 632 81978 81s 944 1.178 1.133 2,673
Total Ounran" M lalE6 so LS.U8 1SL931 JlIS35 235ZIL2 24a, n2 IN 306 079
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REPULIC OF KOREA
SMALL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY DANK (LOAN 2004-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
C. Analysis of Loans In Arrears, 1981-8?
ton Won Millon)
1981 1992 1988
Number of Loans in PortfolIo
Total Number of Loans In Portfolio 28,718 39,16 58,939
Number of Loons tn Arrears under 8 months 868 1,129 1,184
*u X of Total Loans 8.0 2.9 1.8
Number of Loans In Arrears over 6 months 225 410 864
*u X of Total Loons 0.0 1.0 0.0
Number of Loons in Arrears 1,098 1,589 1,498
= X of Total Loans B8. 8.9 2.4
Principal Affected by Arrears
Total Principal Outstanding 1,485,860 1,808,587 2,171,865
Principl affected by arrears under 6 months 82,456 41,412 67P68
as * of total principal outstanding 2.2 2.J 2.7
Principal affected by arrears over 6 months 10,807 16,582 18,480
as X of total principal outstanding 0.7 0.9 0.6
Total principal affected by arrears 42,763 57,944 71,121
as % of totle principal outstanding 2.9 8.2 3.8
Actual Amounts In Arrears
Arrears under 6 months 81,379 89,220 68,158
as X of principal outstanding 2.1 2.2 2.6
Arrears over 6 months 8,717 13,882 16,284
as X of principal outstanding 0.8 0.8 0.?
Total arrears 40,096 58,102 69,892
as X of prlncipal outstanding 2.7 3.0 3.2
Collection Performance
Arr-ars at beginning of year
Principal 21,985 84,445 46,618
Interest 8,929 6,651 7,484
Total 26,894 40,096 58,102
Amount falling due during year
Principal 6,866,751 10,046,189 12,170,032
Interest 214,100 204,846 199,918
Total 6,680,651 10,250,085 12,869,945
Collections during year (cash only)
Principal 6,854,271 10,084,016 12,166,669
Intorest 212,378 208,018 197,086
Total 6,566,649 10,287,029 12,868,655
Arrears at end of year
Principal 84,445 45,615 59,081
Inter-st 5,661 7,484 10,811
Total 40,096 63,102 69,892
Collection ratio 100.6 100.5 100.6
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REPtULIC OF KOREA
SMALL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY DANK (LOAN 2004-KO)
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
Analysis of Loans in Armors, 1981-87(In Won Million)
1984 196 1966 1987
Numbr of Loans In Arrears
Total Number of Loans in Portfolio 50,646 66,244 58,082 54,169
Number of Loans in Arrears under a months 1,309 a65 487 570
as X of Total Loans 2.6 1. 0.6 1.1
Number of Loans in Arrears over 6 month* 250 249 750 497
as X of Total Loans 0.6 0.6 1.4 0.9
Number of Loons in Arrears 1.020 984 1,167 1,067
as X of Total Loans 8.2 1.6 2.2 2.0
Principal Affected by Arrears
Total Principal Outstanding 2,406,247 2,774,686 8,870,442 4,175,698
Principal affected by srrears under 6 months 66,706 e6,005 80,049 45,048
as X of total principal outstanding 2.6 1.9 1.1 1.0
Principal affected by arrears over 6 months 4,184 9,4672 81,841 28,674
as X of total principal outstanding 0.2 0.3 0.9 0.8
Total principal affected by arrears 70,89a 74,472 69,890 68,722
ao U of total principal outstanding 8.0 2.2 2.0 1.6
Actual Amounts In Arrears
Arrears under 6 months 58,110 66,0os 82,742 48,267
as X of principal outstanding 2.4 1.6 1.0 1.0
Arrears over 6 months 6,108 12,260 27,648 26,84s
as U of principal outstanding 0.8 0.4 0.0 0.8
Total arrears 64,216 67,866 60,585 60,616
as % of principal outstanding 2.7 2.0 1.6 1.6
Collection Performanc
Arrears at beginning of year
Principal 59,081 66,029 64,730 40,912
Interet 10,811 0,189 12,626 11,678
Total 69,892 64,210 67,856 60,5c6
Amount falling due during year
Principal 18,996,860 15,169,415 18,166,181 21,806,044
Interest 282,786 248,147 887,249 412,796
Tot l 14,229,086 16,412,662 10,498,800 21,720,040
Collections during year (caoh only)
Principal 13,999,402 15,170,714 16,161,949 21,296,886
Interest 234,850 288,710 8a8,202 412,622
Total 14,284,260 15,409,424 16,500,151 21,712,610
Arrears at end of year
Principal 66,029 54,780 46,912 66,966
Interest 6,189 12,626 11,678 11,647
Totsl 64,216 67,86c 60,505 66,815
Collection ratio 100.6 100.4 100.8 100.8
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6. Status of Covenants
Section Activity Remarks
LA. 3.02 Provide due diligence in Satisfactory
subproject supervision, comply
with procurement procedures,
subproject information
LA. 4.02 Furnish of audited financial Satisfactory
statements within five months
after the end of each fiscal
year
LA. 4.06 Maintain Long-Term Debt to Equity Satisfactory
Ratio of 10:1 or better
LA. 4.08 Furnish information and exchange Satisfactory
views on SMIB's administration,
operations and financial conditions
7. Staff Inputs
Stage of
Proiect Cycle FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 FY88 FY89 TOTAL
Preparation 6.7 26.0 0.6 - - - - - - - - 33.3
Appraisal 
- 10.7 33.2 - - - - - - - - 43.9
Negotiations 
- - 4.2 - - - - - - - - 4.2
Lending Operation 0.1 1.4 15.5 - - - - - - - - 17.0
Supervision 
- - 0.3 14.0 4.6 7.7 3.2 3.8 0.4 - - 34.0
Completion 
- - - - - - - - 3.9 3.9
Administration 
- 0.5 0.3 0.1 - 0.3 . 1.4
TOTAL 6.8 38.1 54.0 14.5 4.9 7.8 3.2 4.1 0.4 0.0 3.9 137.7
0'v
8. Missions
Stage of M onth/ I No. of iDays in I Specialization I Performance I Types of
Project Cycle Year I Persons I Field I Represented I Rating Problems I
Through Appraisal I I I I I I I
Appraisal through I I I |
Board Approval
Board Approval
through p IDevelopment Banking I I
Effectiveness I 6/81 | 3 | 20 llndustrial Economist iMinor Problems |None .
I I I I I I I
Supervision: II I I I I
Mission 1 | 2182 1 1 1 7 IDevelopment Banking IModerate Problems IManagerial I
Mission 2 1 11(82 1 1 1 20 llndustrial Economist IModerate Problems IManagerial I
Mission 3 1 12/83 1 1 1 5 iDevelopment Banking IMinor Problems IManagerial/Financial I
Mission 4 | 3/84 I 1 1 10 IDevelopment Banking IMinor Problems IFinancial I
Mission 5 1 10/84 | 4 | 19 IDevelopment Banking IMinor Problems |Others I
I I | {Production Engineer I I I
…_______-____________________________________________________________________________________________________
